I. INTRODUCTION The calculation of coxrelation functions in classical simple fluids in terms of microscopic quantities plays an important role in statistical mechanics, both for the interpretation of scattering experiments and the evaluation of the frequencyand wavelength-dependent transport coeff icients. Among these, the density-density {or Van Hove) correlation function has received the most attention becRuse of its dix'ect x elation to the cbfferential scattexing cross sections. Othex corxelation functions, such as the transverse cuxrent-current correlation functions, which are not readily accessible in experiments, have been subject to quantitative investigations only recently following the publication of Rahman's' computer calculations in, argonlike liquids. Computer studies of correlations using molecular dynamical calculations provide a stringent test of the validity of the various classical theories introduced in correlation analysis because they only assume a known model interparticle potential, and involve no quantum effects.
The classical analysis of correlations is usually based on either a kinetic or hydrodynamic description of fluids. The kinetic description developed extensively by Welkin and his co-workers has been justified theox'etically for dilute gases, and used successfully to interpret Brillouin scattering from gases. '6 It has also been extended to dense fluidsv Rnd applied to Rahman's 
(3, lib) 
where we have introduced
(3. 14)
Calculation of &ur(k) directly from (3. 14) is still a formidable task in dense fluids, although it is simpler than calculating y22(k, iv). Therefore, we choose to try to guess its 4' dependence by considering the asymptotic behavior of qr(k, i&u) in the small-k limit, and of R r(k, &) in the large-k limit.
We shall show in Sec. IV [cf. (4. 54) 
is equal to the conventional shear viscosity p, . Hence, the small-k limit of &or(k) is given bỹ
The large-k behavior of Rr(k, &u) may be predicted from the transverse current spectrum of an ideal gas, viz. ,
This function has a single maximum at &=0 for all k. On the other hand, (3.13) attains its maximum for a fixed 0 at a frequency 
where ko is an adjustable parameter whose choice will be discussed presently.
It is interesting to compare (3.13) using the above expression for &ur(k) to the ideal-gas result in (3.17) for zero frequency and 
with (e/ks) = 120 'K (ks = Boltzmann constant) and v = 3. 4 A. The variation of C«(k) is plotted in Fig. 1 . 
The definitions of J(k) and II, 1(k) have already been Then, we obtain the following approximate description: In the isotropic limit where ka «1, a being the mean linear force range, k 5, «1 and Cz = Cr.
In this limit, the distinction between the longitudinal and the transverse speeds becomes unnecessary. It can be shown that ( q, q~& is diagonal with the elements &q, q*, & = &q3q3) and (q, q, *). Hence which is the conventional ratio of the specific heats. It is interesting to note that Z»(k) -Z»(k) = 2ZM(k) holds also for Z~" for all values of k. In the isotropic limit we obtain with the following relation: Hence, C(k) has in general only five distinct nonzero elements, i. e. , C11 C12 C13 C33 and C44.
In the isotropic limit there are only two: C» and
C44

Verifying
This relation which can be verified directly is a consequence of the isotropy in a plane perpendicular to k. In the limit of k-0, one finds in addi- which is the conventional form, 1144 and (Ii12+ -32Il44) being the shear and bulk viscosity coefficients.
Using the form of Z " in (4. 38a) and (4. 44c) we can obtain a form for the relaxation frequency matrix: 
Thus, the number of independent components of q~" is five (i. e. , I)11 f12 7/13 7)33 and 7)44) for ar- 
where we have used (4. 39c) to replace Zss(k). It is interesting to see the connection between ilz, (k, i&a) and the k-and u&-dependent bulk viscosity qs (k, iv). The latter is defined by , il44 (0) (k, i(u) 
where C"(k) can be calculated from (4. 35) as and where ez (0) is given by (5. 4). The variation of vz (k) is shown in Fig. 2 
